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Generální ředitel společnosti Moderna a eugenik Stéphane Bancel
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přepnul spínač, který otevřel otočné dveře pod nohama

farmaceutického magnáta.

Bancelova smrt byla tichou záležitostí. Viceadmirál Darse E. Crandall

se popravy nezúčastnil, stejně jako kádr mosazných vojáků, který byl

přítomen dřívějším oběšením. Místo toho na popravu dohlížel

Bradley Earl, velitel velitelství, sbor generálního advokáta soudce pro

právní program JAG.

On, několik námořních stráží, kaplan námořnictva a lékař byli

jedinými přítomnými svědky Bancelových posledních chvil. Jak se

očekávalo, zachovatel moderního sraženinového výstřelu protestoval

proti jeho smrti a řekl, že jemu, francouzskému občanovi, poskytl

imunitu proti stíhání jak francouzský prezident Emmanuel Macron,

tak ředitel amerického komisaře pro potraviny a léčiva Robert M.

Califf, oba údajně řekli Bancel by byl „neškodný“ ve věcech týkajících

se zranění nebo úmrtí způsobených vakcínou.

Když byl Bancel veden se zbraní v ruce na popraviště, trval na tom, že

on, vědec, přesvědčivě dokázal, že smrtelný výstřel Moderny byl

bezpečný a účinný a nezabil jediného člověka, protože byl zveřejněn

koncem roku 2020. Pravda je taková. , Bancel nebyl vědec; získal

titul MBA na Harvardu a magisterský titul v inženýrství na neznámé

francouzské univerzitě. Neměl žádné léky, přesto se prosadil jako

lékařský profesionál a úředníci po celém světě vychvalovali jeho

neexistující přínos lékařské vědě, konkrétně vakcínu proti Covid-19.

Uvolnění vakcíny způsobilo, že čisté jmění Bancel vyletělo z 657

milionů dolarů na 5,04 miliardy dolarů. Když Bancel promluvil,

zdravotnické úřady naslouchaly. Jak Bancel profitoval, lidé umírali.

Na rozdíl od viceadministrátora Crandalla nepronesl Master Chief

Earl na Bancel žádné vtipné invektivy. Jednoduše se ho zeptal, zda

chce Poslední obřady – Bancel si na návrh odplivl – a nařídil

oběšenci, aby splnil svou povinnost.

Bancel byl prohlášen za mrtvého ve 12:30 EST.
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Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 99 977krát, dnes 768 návštěv)

I apologize that there was an issue with comments posting yesterday.

Our spam filter went crazy and purge all comments. I’ve disabled it

until I can figure out what went wrong. Sorry about that; it wasn’t

intentional.

will Nancy Pelosi and her husband Paul be spending thanks giving

together ? ?? Could Illinois JB Pigster our future president..join them

i would truly be thankful that . I enjoy this site .Thank you and God

bless us all Amen.

Last edited 2 days ago by Dave Smith

Good reddens to this deep state shit head. I hope that they blow up

the Antarctica base where the rest of the deep state might be hiding.

So many of the black hats are hiding in the dumb under Sao Paulo,

Brazil. They have a replica/3rd temple of Solomon. So all the

Babylonion Rodonites posing as jews can attend Sabbath and then go

back down to where the bottom dwellers belong.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal
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PC) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this article..

https://eonline.neocities.org/

Last edited 1 day ago by Barshembar

Well I guess with the spam filter turn off we are going to see those

spamming asshole again. Best to ignore them.

Na, I hear Nancy P is out of her job and she can always work at

Walmart which is hiring for the holidays. For once Mrs. NP can get a

real job as a Walmart greeter or a referee to break up the fists fights.

She should be forced to remove her dentures and become a Lot

Lizard at a truck stop. This would be true justice…no more ice

cream…just cream.

She is a Lot Lizard and a criminal too with her inside trading and

much more crimes against our country. I hear she was the one who

set the J6 trap for these good men protested for stop the steal. This

old bag belongs in prison not them.

ahh, did my comment offend you “Pelosi was taken out by US

Marshalls at the fake JB inauguration

There is or was video of that, and there is a clip in the opening of We

the People News.

References for this, please. From what I know, she is only feeling

God’s hot breath on the nape of her neck, which is WAY WORSE

than anything man can do to her. She and Joe are so worried about

being refused communion by the church. The purpose of communion

is to remember Christ and his sacrifice and in so doing, we are

SUPPOSED to be repenting for our sins. Repenting requires three

acts: humbling yourself before God, confessing to Him what you have

done and apologizing, and TURNING away from what you are doing

that is sinful. If you are NOT doing these things, the Bible says that it

https://eonline.neocities.org/
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is better than you NOT take communion (eat or drink in an

UNWORTHY manner) because in so doing, you drink and eat

DAMNATION upon yourself.

I don’t know WHY they would be keeping her alive. She is just as bad

as ANY that they have already hanged.

Last I heard she is in Greenland. They were said to be keeping her

alive because she knew all about the election shenanigans in 2020.

The information is valuable and she may have to be the one who

spills it per her agreement with the white hats.

I had heard she was out of jail because she made a deal to help the

white hats. But, since she reneged on this by attempting to

assassinate our most wonderful President (again), I’m sure her time

in this world is very short! Good riddance!

SHE IS A VAULT OF INFORMATION THEY WAN,T SO WHY NOT

KEEP HER ALIVE? THEY CAN EITHER SQUEEZE IT OUT OF

HER, OR TORTURE IT OUT OF HER, OR DRUG IT OUF HER..

ANYWAY THEY CAN, THEY WILL GET THE INFORMATION,

INCLUDING HER DIRECTIVES TO MURDER TRUMP. THEY

NEED THAT INFORMAITON.

So does large amounts of cheap red wine, getter her likkered up and

she’ll bable the star spangled shit cake…

On the other hand, last heard, here, it was one of her doppelgangers

that had been captured ….

Perhaps it already has & now she is with all of her Late Satanic

Worshipping Pedophile Comrades in Hell where the hot flames will

never stop burning them 24/7 for a never ending eternity!

Unless she REPENTED. Repentance doesn’t get you off the hook

with man for breaking the law, but if there is a change of heart and

they SHOW it and God accepts it as real, then there is STILL a
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chance for them to avoid Gehenna Hell on Judgment Day.

Unfortunately for most of these folks who have faced the gallows,

they were NOT repentant in the least.

Nasty Pelosi should be EXECUTED, She is a PEDOPHILE,

CRIMINAL and a conspirator to TREASON and CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY and so much more, she should be EXECUTED,

PRONTO,and it should be a PUBLIC EXECUTION. Most of the US

CONGRESS , PAST MEMBERS and CURRENT SHOULD BE

EXECUTED RIGHT BEHIND HER.

 

If you are using windows, push the windows key and the period key

and it will bring up emojis that work on wordpress.

I doubt that they have the time to read these comments because their

days are filled with learning the art of transgenderism.

And now their days should be filled being deprogramed from that

heinous shit.

and also all the other heinous shit and lies they have been

programmed with, CRT and white privilege and false history to name

a few.

You would think as much money as she has she could buy some

denture cream that doesnt dissolve in alcohol.

Even Walmart is too good for her. Make her clean the latrines at the

local whorehouse. With a toothbrush and Ajax.

Wy yeah she would fit right in at wally world since they are child

trafficing bastards

You’re right she would fit in quite nicely, she knows all about that all

too well.
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Nancy will NOT be working at Walmart or anywhere else if she

comes out in public. She will be tried as a TRAITOR for insurrection

to overthrow a duly elected president among other things.

I hope for this to come to pass as what you wrote, this old woman is

dirty and evil.

There are plenty of old women who have grandkids and great-

grandkids maimed and kill by the shots who would love to horsewhip

this bitch!! I won’t even mention where they will put the rusty coat

hangers in their hot rage. Then the execution can begin.

The Illinois governor does have a head that looks exactly like a pig’s.

The whole Pigster family is super corrupt and the adults should all

hang as a group.

YES, she is a criminal sociopath, marxist- communist , conspirator to

TREASON and CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. She/it should be

arrested , held before a US Military Tribunal , then EXECUTED

before the next Chicago mayoral election in Feb.2023. I guess that

would be too much to hope for.

This whole family is so deeply corrupt … there are no innocent adults

in it, and typical of the Satanists they believe their afterlife is fully

covered by Their God, so there will be no repenting.

I sometimes wonder about partially repentant people that because of

their family cannot possibly express their misgivings. My personal

sense of Jesus/God is a feeling of intense Love. I often separate my

personal experiences from my Traditional Beliefs.

In my own life it seems like I have had something similar to a

Guardian Angel. At age 3 a car ran over my trike and me on a cinder

drive way to the point where my cheeks were pinched, and cinders

were imbedded in my tongue. The trike was just twisted metal, and I

remember seeing in a mirror the tongue cinders. Another 1/4 turn of

that tire would have crushed my head.
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I was referring to anyone who is innocent, meaning not partaking in

their rituals or procuring victims, innocent kids in particular.

These families are so nasty that they might kill their own family

members if they refuse to go along.

Example: Many say that Bush 43 at first tried to say “no” to 9-11, but

then Bush 41 told him he would be assassinated if he didn’t go along,

and it was said that the younger Bush dragged his feet even after, and

they took away some of his Presidential power. So, yes, some aren’t

as Evil as others.

Yeah, It was suggested on 8Chan that Dick Chaney was allowed to

usurp some of that power to get thing moving the way they wanted,

and Dick was one of the major creators of the 9-11 plans.

I ran into an interesting comment by an apparent Leftist yesterday:

“Get (leave the USA) out before Nov 2024 or you’ll be stuck in the

U.S. after the Trumper Brownshirts shut down all ports out of the

country and shut down all media. I’m leaving the summer of 2024

and plan on never returning.” And, this comment was totally not

appropriate, as the site was no way political, so I trolled him with:

“Yes, and have you noticed there are a whole lot of people on the Left

who absolutely don’t look like what they did a few years ago. Rumors

are that many have been replaced with Fakes or doubles, and they

may have been “disappeared.” Is that the Real Biden in the WH? I

don’t think so? Is that woman the real HRC? Looks 4 inches shorter

and younger to me. And then there’s Gavin Newsom, as he looks

different also. Other rumors say there are now arrests of the

Military’s Brass backing the Ukraine, but that’s likely just Fake news.

Not to worry, probably merely paranoid, yet to be sure, move that

date up to the next 6 months.”
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The Priskers are Satanic. Ive remote viewed some of Penny’s soriees

before. The whole family needs hauled to gitmo. There are so many

families in America that still need to go.

please give yourself a break as you are doing a tremendous amount of

work and even machines can get overworked and/or tampered with.

 
Thank you for updating us.

Thank you it is much appreciated and thank you for the information

you provide that we will never hear or read about it from the news

media.

I haven’t been able to post anything for quite some time. Always

“awaiting for approval”. What gives?

As Mike said, the spam filters went crazy and he had to disable them

to find out what the problems were.

Thanks for letting us know. I actually couldn’t figure out the reason a

few of mine were eliminated.

Michael Baxter, Could you do a story about the deep underground

military bases in detail and possibly show a map of where they are.

Also, I heard that the white hats found two different tunnels filled

with gold. Could you talk about that? Thanks!

Hello Amigo,

 
Too Learn more about that which You inquire, go to USGS

earthquake site. I also posted a video on bitchute, explaining a bit.

But, “mankind” has hidden the UNDERWORLD, as in the movies

with the name. Plus, every “alien” invasion movie, happened, or is

about to. Fact. Beneath the continents of “earth”, “wormwood”,

exists, due to break away societies of pirates, thieves and “aliens”.

That steal the dna and identities of others. Vampires, werewolves

and such, are Real, very. As is THE CREATOR. A WARRIOR,

“demonized” by the enemies of NATURE. War Hammer 40k, is

fighting against Halo, but should be realizing, hopefully, that they
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aren’t “enemies” of NATURE, unless they have a TRUE DEATH,

wish. It’s all very complicated. The movie “Aliens”, happened, as is

ongoing beneath Our feet. 5g won’t stop US. Return to NATURE, or

NATURE WILL ASSIMILATE YOU!!!

 

I have heard of some of the horrors they had planned for those who

survived their EVENT. Doesn’t surprise me but thanks. Those who

still in la la land don’t understand how close we came to HELL ON

EARTH. And if we’re getting smoke up our ass could still happen.

They show maps on different sites.

 
The main ones are in North and South West in a configuration of

ORION constellation.

OK, good to know. I suggested where Bourla might be found; but

when my response wouldn’t post, I figured the WHs have it covered

to the max.

Perhaps rephrasing the Video Channel negative response choice as a

simple “no,” would yield more replies. Just a thought.

What’s the good of posting, you remove any comment that challenges

the truthfulness of your stories. You remove them like Facebook or

Twitter before Musk does and did. You can’t supply any proof of

anything you write. If I’m wrong then supply one photograph of

these criminals being dealt with and the many skeptics reading these

articles and posting comments will shut up and never complain

again. It’s time for a little truth, we had enough of the lies from

everyone whether Left or Right.

94% of respondents do not want Video Channel with Commentary

and Answers to Readers’ Questions. Why? I believe that such a Video

Channel would add to the credibility of Real Raw News, so I welcome

and look forward to the launch of RRN’s Video Channel, however

many respondents disagree with me.
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I did not so so intentially. There is issue with a spam check plungin,

which I’m deleting since it’s causing problems.

No, he’s a psychopath and one of his own just got terminated.

Psychopath’s see themselves as above the law, and that any time

non-psychopath’s end their life due to an abhorrent crime, its a

murder. Don’t try to reason with someone like this, you will have

more success reasoning with your dog or cat if you have one.

J Bill ,May I remind you that we are in a life and death War for the

survival of the Human race on earth, we have little sympathy for the

faint hearted sissy boys and girls like yourself in sympathy with the

blackhearted nonhuman mass murders on earth.MAY I REMIND

YOU !Millions have been dieing for decades in this fight! Very very

large numbers of these deaths have been very little children under

the age of ten kniddnapped and burned alive in sacrifice to Baal

.Moloch Satan…..I can hear in your smarmy cynicism the desire to

burn even more kidnapped young children.We know exactly what

you J Bill …. and we will find you.

Last edited 2 days ago by Sandy Jim

i thought god was in control? god cannot be in total control and we

also be in a life and death battle.

Life and death IS GODS CONTROL…HE creates and He can destroy

His creation…He is the Potter and we are the clay….like his prophetic

word was sent to me…….He IS the author of HIS Book. This IS a

spiritual war good vs. evil…no longer a political party war it is a

spiritual war… evil has infiltrated EVERYTHING.

Monkey Werx has been talking a lot about Gitmo Lately and SG

Anon has mentioned you by name saying that your articles are great

I heard SG Anon say that the stories on this site are largely accurate,

something I’ve always wondered about.
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Hey J Bill,Lol…you said yet…so there is still hope,remember we are

all going out to celebrate if it does happen,first round is on me

Michael Baxter’s work, which sometimes may require aspects of

disinformation, is largely to keep we, the Digital Warriors, informed

& heartened that something is being done to clean out the swamp.

His work is well-respected as valid & verified in my corners of the

Truther Community that i have heard mention RealRawNews.

Last edited 2 days ago by Tracy Reinert

I was wondering why my comment didn’t make the cut. Thank you

for the update MB. You’re keeping us informed about the where,

when and how’s is very helpful. God bless you!

Thank you. It made me nuts and I really didn’t need any extra help.

Keep up the good work, Mr. Baxter!

News to Moderna when I sent them the article.

 
During an interview with Bloomberg on the sidelines of the World

Economic Forum meeting, Bancel said he’s told his children they will

get a good education and the family home, “but the rest we’re going

to give away.” As a major shareholder in Moderna, he’s worth about

$4.1 billion, according to Bloomberg.

 
Bancel’s statement comes right after he said he would give hundreds

of millions of dollars to charity by executing his inaugural stock

option and donating the proceeds. After paying around $280 million

in taxes, he expects to donate about $355 million to charitable

causes.

 
What has Mike done for charity?

Donating to WEF or the clinton foundation or bill and melinda

foundation is far from doing anything for charity.

Serious question, not trying to argue: which Bancel was arrested by

the military and which was at the WEF? The real Bancel or a clone?

This question applies to all the others arrested and executed. Is the
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DS’ power neutralised if clones continue to operate? I’m thinking

first of Gavin Newsom in CA.

Clones are so well copied to the level of atom that even they don’t

know they are clones and they are virtually indistinguishable. So the

question is moot as it makes no difference and it’s impossible to

determine.

so, let me get this straight, this guy is now an alleged expert on

clones?

Last edited 17 hours ago by question everything

The black hats do not have the clone science down pat yet and that is

why a clone only lasts 30-50 days and then runs out of gas.

Eventually the clones will be destroyed as well. All they are doing is

holding a physical place until the time comes to remove the place

holder…. they are soulless place holders….more like bookmarks for a

book just to keep a place.

BTW Pharma companies/CEO try to do a lot of charity to have

positive public image. As this area very chaotic, which means that

one drug has one positive effect but 100 possible side effects, having

a positive image really helps. So many Pharma companies go

bankrupt due to lack of proper testing protocol, information hiding,

etc and there are many legal sharks looking any derogatory study to

create claims – sometimes the difference between a slap on the wrist

vs going bankrupt is the public image.

Rachelle is currently out of country trying to escape justice. I believe

she is in Brussels according to another source. She, Merritt Garland,

and Anthony Blinken are operating outside the US for fear of being

caught for their crimes.

Garland just gave a speech on the new special counsel at the fake

white house. New special counsel to investigate Trump again to try

and keep him from running in 2024.
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I’m hearing Trump is going to get arrested on some drummed up

charge. I would like to know how that would go down. I don’t think

they would let the FBI into Marla-go again after the last fiasco.

 
Also Trump told everyone to just ignore them after what happen to

Milk Linden the My Pillow Man.

Can Special Force send people cross board and get Merritt Garland

from Canada? This guy made a televised announcement that he had

appointed two special counsels to investigate J6 and illegally

obtained documents from Mar-a-Lago’s raid. These people should be

hanged in public or someday, we will see these executions on EBS.

Is the G200 over with yet, I wonder — as I saw the last of the three

literally “blinkin” in a very recent evening news segment, seated

behind the ” ‘Shadow’ who does NOT Know.” So, maybe if “they”

hurry …

No, that name is for Pelosi who is now jobless as we speak. Even the

whorehouses won’t hire her.

Hey, maybe viagra could hire her to visit the poor slobs that call the

hot line for those who’s erections have lasted longer than 4hours.

 
They could guarantee effectiveness…

I wondered if she was already at Gitmo as Trump stated in his

Announcement that she was fired and is in another country

First they need to apprehend her. Can you do better at doing that?

She got tipped off and has escaped.

Walensky tested Positive for Covid:

cnn.com/2022/10/22/health/cdc-director-positive-covid

This is code for being arrested, and making a deal.

If so, here’s the definition for “tested positive”:
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Tested Positive for CV=They have confessed and are taking a

deal, their execution will be out of the public eye. Execution will be

portrayed as a suicide or some sort of accidental death. Their

reputation and legacy will be preserved.

We could greatly reduce the national debt by making the trials and

executions pay-per-view.

Me too in fact I am willing to pay see all of them start from Killary

Knowing how easy deep fake tech has become, it is a bit troubling to

me that comments like this just might trigger a get rich scheme for a

foolish entrepreneur.

Frog man? Did anyone see the very unnatural way his neck puffs in

and out like a bullfrog?

Speaking of necks, has anyone noticed that lump on PA Governor-

elect John Fetterman’s neck? Looks to be about the size of an orange.

Possibly a tumor?

That’s why he’s always wearing a hoody, which conceals the

abnormality

Last edited 2 days ago by Schadenfreude

Not governor…..the creep was elected to the US Senate. However, he

is the weirdest most deformed looking thing on the planet. Joe Biden

actually talks better than him if you can believe it.

Nancy said she’ll have her daughter replace her. This isn’t “normal”

but there’s a mechanism for it: the Governor chooses, so she can

influence the choice.

Similarly: Fetterman’s wife’s path to become a Senator is clear, from

this example.

It’s very sad for the poor guy; like Biden, he’s not in charge of what

he’s saying.
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On Tim Poole’s podcast, Luke had on a sweatshirt that said “Biden +

Fetterman 2024 – It’s a No Brainer”. That was funny!

Filthadelpha should be soooo proud of the spectical they now have as

their representative, but look on the bright side of it, they could’ve

selected a crack head off the street. I mean I’m not saying theres

much a difference, but damn this guys worse than Brandon himself. I

wonder who changes this Clowns diaper.

Selected not elected. His communist South American wife is his

handler. Is she/ he legal in USA?

His wife is a extreme far leftist marxist – communist from Brazil. She

was active with the communist parties in Brazil. I sense she is

attempting to foment a connection with the marxist – communists in

Brazil and greater South America and the marxist- communists in

the US and North America. Something akin to a Pan marxist -

communist movement.

Pssst, they have to come crawling out from under the woodwork for

us all to see.

 
We’ve said it all along – they’re everywhere.

 
None of them can keep on hiding forever.

I think you are right about their plan that is scared and evil. In one

video of this creep trying to make a speech in front of an audience,

before elections, he started mumbling going Biden style, she jumped

off her chair behind him flipping a yellow flag once quickly in front of

him. This move corrected his speech instantly!! Strange

Yes , that lump on Fetterneck is not an ordinary lump, that is Quato ,

great call.You nailed it.

Pretty… Soon the song, Cant find a fetterman, cant find a fetterman

will be playing in mockery of his. Speaking of lumps… “my pretty”

funny, lol he’s a fetter man walking.
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I believe Pfizer manufactured more than Moderna

Scientists who put those poisonous ingredients into the jabs should

be arrested as well. They’re all accomplices to the CEO.

We were up. Sadly, our spam filter went beserk yesterday and

stopped all comments from posting. We’ve disabled it.

I have learned to take a screenshot of a comment after I make it,

anywhere.

Memory’s not so good, is the primary reason. A secondary useful

reason, is if deleted/shadowbanned/want to say it somewhere else, I

can easily retype it from the image.

Myself highlite & copy, and paste [detailed] comment upon self

address text message.

Last edited 18 hours ago by John .S

Mike would not lie. It’s not like he was convicted of a crime in 2013

or anything like that.

I wished you had enough humility to acknowledge that you do not

KNOW what is true and what isn’t. You just think you, the mighty

one, can merely speak that it isn’t and the whole universe grovels at

your feet.

How does one respond to spitting at our people in charge of carrying

out the sentence that he himself incurred? I would hate to be in his

shoes standing before the creator who made him and spit on Him.

HOW can he justify himself at not doing anything wrong?

Digits intrigue me. That listing of his wealth includes a “45”

reference, when read from the right.

The release of the vaccine saw Bancel’s net worth skyrocket from $657m to $5.04bn. When
Bancel spoke, health authorities listened. As Bancel profited, people died.

Hope they make sure the $5.04 bn blood money is confisquated and

to the benefit of the victims of his bioweapon.
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Sadly, no amount of money can bring a loved one back from the

grave. The money should be used to help all those who are suffering

from the aftermath of this war so they can keep a roof over their

heads, heat, food, etc… until other measures kick in.

A lot of people are unemployed thanks to this fake Plandemic. I say

drain the accounts of all those responsible to help the people

worldwide.

Michael…will anyone be stopping these shot mandates at the

universities? Many have loved ones in college & high school who are

forced to take the shot or they will be expelled.

Well whats better expelled or expired? Take the fuckers to court! No

one can force any injections in your body! Tell them where it was

written ,when you signed up for the school in question! I am so sick

of the phucks!!!

They need to file a law suit and evoke the “Nuremberg Code” which

you can ironically download from the NIH website. I was able to get

one of my patients exempt from the VAXX at the University of

Miami, he now has to test negative for COVID on a scheduled basis.

The argument is straightforward science if you are vaccinated against

a virus you are protected from the disease. If your child is vaccinated

why do you fear my not vaccinated one. My 3 month old

granddaughter has not been vaccinated. Thank God her parents are

seeing the light. My nephew is on the autistic spectrum after being

vaxxed 25 years ago, watch the film “VAXXED” you can find it on

Amazon. I worked for a major European pharmaceutical company in

the 80’s that purchased the French vaccine manufacturer Roussel

Uclaf. The financial future of the industry are vaccines they cost a

fraction to produce and take to market, plus the huge benefit of legal

immunity.
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No, it was Hoechst they are everywhere but no one knows them.

Thirty years ago this was the buzz in the industry it gets harder to

come up with new innovative drugs so these companies have to

reinvent themselves.

 
Vaccines fit that business model. The shingles vaccine is pushed by

government and insurance companies. The previous one was

supposed to have been excellent. When the current shingles vaxx

came to market I found out the previous one had caused blindness in

many patients. No wonder a new one had to be fabricated. It is my

understanding that industry is currently working on a pancreatic

cancer (PA) vaccine. PA is quite deadly however, consist of only 2%

of all cancers in the US. Will we be going to expect vaccinating the

entire US population? Ludicrous science to promote sales and the

food additive industry has been killing us for over 50 years. I left

industry 30 years ago in disgust. A friend of mine told me I should

write a book, I laughed and told him I wasn’t ready to go from

suicide….

The covid test scams should be ELIMINATED, ASAP , The tests are

tainted , as well as a grab for individuals DNA, so these lowlifes can

enter that information into their MASSIVE data banks , get profiles

on these individuals and then conjure up even more heinous shit to

maim and destroy HUMANITY.

I totally agree with you! The Nuremberg Code must be enforced

when all of this goes down and it will. I have lost all faith in the

hierarchy of medicine CDC, FDA NIH. Peer reviewed journals are

also manipulated. Google NEJM/ May 2020 and read short 4-5 page

paper on the useless of masks by Dr. Michael Klompas. He was

forced to to change the content of his review of mask studies after it

was published a few months afterwards because his truth was not the

party line. It’s funny both Xena’s comment and ours got a negative

obviously someone out there can’t handle the truth.
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Tell the schools that trials of crimes against humanity are already

happening in Europe, and will eventually catch up to these bastards

in the US that fooled people that they need a clot shot to continues at

that school, or job.. Again where is it written (law) that they can tell

you what you HAVE to have in your body ?? If you are already at a

job, say wheres the contract saying this, and my signature?? Quit,

then sue these pricks! These people WILL be held accountable. Even

the nurses who injected people. Saying “I was just following orders”

wont cut it!

They have used this grab at power and authority, that they do not

have for the criminal purpose of MASS GENOCIDE of ALL of Earthly

HUMANITY , LIFE FORMS and CREATURES. THEY WANT TO

KILL EVERYONE other than themselves.

Maybe it’s just today, but I somehow feel dissatisfied about how this

played out; as if a mere hanging is insufficient. I’m not suggesting

that physical torture is an appropriate punishment, but it seems that

somehow forcing a prolonged mental/emotional degradation in these

psychotic types would satisfy my sense of justice more thoroughly.

They do not want to give these people the chance to do even a

moment’s more evil.

Ma’am! How would Michael possibly know that? You’re asking the

wrong person. Look up your local congressman and ask them. IF

they haven’t been arrested already.

Absolutely. Sends the message to all the other globalist billionaire

swine that money and power will not circumvent justice.

I hope these CEO’s of the other companies spitting out their

dangerous and poisonous vaccines take note of this. They will be

scattering to the 4 corners of the earth. Thank God and Trump and

the White Hats for starting the process of making these evil rich
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monsters pay for what they have done. I hope people will not be

tempted to give in and take those shots. Not one politician has had

them. Fauci even admitted he didn’t take them.

Justice met swiftly as it should be for all those who have suffered and

passed on because of this deadly injection, which this individual

profited greatly.

Good. Another devilish human goes to the depths of hell where he

belongs. These people are such liars… even to themselves. Whatever

demon was operating through him, it ain’t got a host now.

Remember the demon that scared the priest? Wow, it’s been a while,

I forget who was being hanged in that report.

What is the total now? I had a running list but it got deleted. I’m

thinking around 35? Anyone keeping a list also?

Thanks Michael!

 
MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2022: Maria Barret (detained),

William Charles Ayers (life imprisoned at GITMO), David Axelrod

(detained), Amy Coney Barrett (detained), Patricia Conrad

(detained), Melinda Gates (detained), Paul Pelosi (life imprisoned at

GITMO), George Soros (detained), Brian Stelter (detained). Real

Raw News.

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022: Alec Baldwin (hanged), Richard

Cheney (hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Jennifer Brigid O’Malley

Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon (hanged), Anita Dunn

(hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril Haines (two head-shots),

Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch (hanged), Denis McDonough

(two head-shots), Gavin Newsom (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor

(hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack (hanged).

Real Raw News

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021: Huma Abedin (hanged), William

Barr (hanged), Joseph Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush
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Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), William Clinton

(suicide), Hilary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James

Comey (guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), William Gates

(hanged), Tom Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (firing squad),

Mark Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). Real Raw News ”

Brian Stelter was also hanged in 2022. Remember he justified

committing paedophilic acts because he was also molested as a child?

It does happen, but still, he was a very sick man.

Check amg-news they have a list with pictures and the types of crime

in military code. I learned Gretchen Whitmer’s middle name is

Esther… Also from this site:

In 1972, Rothstein arrested one of the five Watergate burglars, CIA

operative Frank Sturgis. During a subsequent two-hour

interrogation, he discovered the truth about Watergate. The burglars

sought something they nicknamed “The Book” which listed the

Democrat and Republican politicians who accessed child prostitutes,

their sexual proclivities, the amounts they paid to rape kids, and

such.

If they have 500,000 sealed incitements, it will take them 100 years

if they don’t get this down to a an efficient process.

I believe I read that there are five tribunal sites already and more

court rooms are being constructed at Gitmo. You’re right. Speed is of

the essence now. We all need to know the thugs are going down.

Be nice if indeed the rotten are held accountable- I hope/wish the

military has the authority to seize his ill gotten wealth.

If this was a once a day event we could wipe our country clean of

these arrogant WEF/NWO elite scum.
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I believe all assets of these criminals are being seized. I hope the

assets go to help people who have been hurt or families of those

killed by these thugs.

Bancel the cancel, hawked a lugie at the hangman for his last

words….wut’ta fuctup dud….he was….believing his own lies…I

wonder what his last meal consisted of….?

I’m glad it’s over for him, although I regret it will not help those

already dead or severely injured. Will it cause anyone who was

thinking about a booster to change their mind? I hope so, but those

people are not likely to be followers of RRN. I do hope they catch the

ones from the other pharmaceutical companies.

Good Riddance one less evil person in this world. I hear this Ms.

Rochelle of the CDC got her panties in a bunch and took off scare,

she knows she too is guilty. As for these murderers all I can say is

Next!

Now With in-abstensia rules, The Marines should use their snipers to

take down all DS members. One bullet one head. Right in the bull-

eye in public execution.

Anybody know where i can watch the movie aka documentary on the

death jab its called died suddenly 4 min trailer i watched ought to

wake /piss a lot of folks up i believe soon they wont be able to walk

down the street without folks throwing more than cans of white

claws

No offense, but what does SP know that AFLDS ( America’s Front

Line Doctors) doesn’t know already. Recall they were those doctors

in white lab coats protesting in front of Congress at the onset of the

pandemic. As Q says; enjoy the show/movie if you prefer to go that

route. Blessings,
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Everyone do your homework on the film being released nov 21st

called DIED SUDDENLY . If anyone knows where to watch it please

leave a comment

I have no idea if you go on fox news website and click on the al roker

story someone put the 4 min trailer on Twitter or ddg died suddenly

its not good i imagine a run on pitch forks and torches are in the near

future

“He simply asked him whether he wanted Last Rites—Bancel spat at

the suggestion”

The natural response of repulsion of a satanist for anything

associated with God.

If he had been truly smart he would have taken the offer of his last

rights and repent to God but he did not. Immediately when he took

his last breath he went straight to Hell.

Actually, just to inform you, as a life-long student of these things:

everyone who dies sees both heaven and hell soon after his/her

decease. The purpose for evil souls beholding heaven is to cause

them to realise what they have turned their back on. The process of

ending up in the place where you are compatible may take a while

because of the judgment of one’s past life being in motion, but that is

where all souls end up – where they are compatible.

I take it you are not being sarcastic or hostile. The answer is yes,

since I was given a revelation that reincarnation is a reality and I was

graced with some particular selected experiences of the other side

over 30 years ago. Big achievement for me since I was a

‘conventional’ Christian who was hostile to believing in such things.

My case history is included in a published book on the subject.

Thank you. Atleast I have the beginnings of Justice seeing how my

Husband, 3 Adult Children and a New Son in Law took the Moderna

death shot and Boosters. When will the Gov. of New Mexico,
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Grisham and the NMDOH Secretary be arrested seeing how they

violated the Nuremburg Code and did not give Informed Consent,

coerced, bribed, used propaganda, fear and panic mongering here in

New Mexico for New Mexican’s to get the death shot? I will not

forget what they did to me and my family as well as the People of

New Mexico. I want JUSTICE for what they did.

I think all those who took these clot shots should start suing doctors,

pharmacies where ever these shot are administer. As for the

propaganda news media they too needs to be held accountable, as of

late I have not seen any commercials pushing these shots.

I know big pharma is protected by an E.O. place back in the late 80s

thanks to Regan. Then in the early 90s there was an explosion of

children with autism, just connect the dots. I do not believe any of

these children were born that way.

I used to think Regan was a cool and nice man, that E.O. is still

hurting many to this day. Now I realize he was part of the Big Boys

Club that we will never be in it.

Check out “VACCINE COURT ” , you will not like what you discover

there, but people need to know of this. This lets big pharma off the

hook so -to – speak. Rep. Rand Paul has had much discussion on this

” VACCINE COURT ” as he has tried to inform the American Public ,

and he has come under much resistance and attacks because of his

informing the public.

Thank you Michael for this pick-me-up. Grateful for any good news

during these times. All I want to hear at the gallows is…NEXT!

WWG1WGA!

He might be hard to fine, I believe this little sniveling of a man is

hiding under some bed.
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I knew what you meant. LOL Like Garland he probably has fled to

our country…Canada because the turd (PM Justin Trudeau) will

always stick up for the corrupt unfortunately.

Takes down his family members.. wife and children. Send the video

of executions of them to him

 

 


